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DISCUSSION: The preference visa petition was denied by the Director, Vermont Service Center, and is 
now before the Administrative Appeals Office on appeal. The appeal will be dismissed. 

The petitioner is a restaurant corporation. It seeks to employ the beneficiary permanently in the United States as a 
cook. The director determined that the petitioner had not established that it had the continuing ability to pay the 
beneficiary the proffered wage beginning on the priority date of the visa petition and denied the petition 
accordingly. 

Counsel submitted a Form I-290B appeal in this matter. In the section reserved for the basis of the appeal, 
counsel inserted, "It is . . . [petitioner's] position on appeal that evidence in the record file established the ability to 
pay the proffered wage for the position and under such circumstances the 1-140 filed on behalf of the beneficiary 
. . . should have been approved. 

Counsel's statement on appeal contains no specific assignment of error. Alleging that the director erred in some 
unspecified way is an insufficient basis for an appeal. 

Counsel on appeal requested 60 days to submit a brieflor evidence but despite the AAO's recent request of 
counsel, counsel has not responded. 

8 C.F.R. 5 103.3(a)(l)(v) states, in pertinent part: "An officer to whom an appeal is taken shall summarily 
dismiss any appeal when the party concerned fails to identie specifically any erroneous conclusion of law or 
statement of fact for the appeal." 

Counsel has failed to identifL specifically an erroneous conclusion of law or a statement of fact as a basis for the 
appeal and the appeal must be summarily dismissed. 

ORDER: The appeal is summarily dismissed. 


